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1.	The hyphens are not being very helpful in these sentences because they are missing!  
Can you work out where the missing hyphens should go and rewrite the sentences to include 
them? 
Remember hyphenated words should not contain spaces.

I can recognise where a hyphen should be used. 

a) Tim wore his lime green shirt for the photoshoot.

b) Despite being quite moth eaten, the vintage wedding dress was very beautiful. 

c) Our lodger seemed a fly by night character and mum worried she would not pay 

her rent.

d) The chocolate ice cream is absolutely delicious. 

e) The nasty looking villain spotted his next victim in the heaving crowd.

f) There are two hundred and fifty three pupils at our school.
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g) Eric had to retreat his dog with flea powder.

h) Mr Dobbs and Mr Trotter are coowners of ‘Dobbs and Trotter Cars Ltd’

i) Toby had to deice his car this morning after the big frost last night.
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1.	The hyphens are not being very helpful in these sentences because they are missing!  
Can you work out where the missing hyphens should go and rewrite the sentences to include 
them? Remember hyphenated words should not contain spaces.
Describe the purpose of the hyphen on the second line. The first one has been completed for 
you as an example.

I can recognise where a hyphen should be used. 

b) Despite being quite moth eaten, the vintage wedding dress was very beautiful.

a) Tim wore his lime green shirt for the photoshoot.

c) Our lodger seemed a fly by night character and mum worried she would not pay 

her rent.

d) The chocolate ice cream is absolutely delicious. 

  e.g.  Viv decided to recover her old sofa.

	 	The	hyphen	in	re-cover	helps	us	to	understand	its	meaning 

	 	Viv	decided	to	re-cover	her	old	sofa.
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f) There are two hundred and fifty three pupils at our school.

g) Eric had to retreat his dog with flea powder.

h) Mr Dobbs and Mr Trotter are coowners of ‘Dobbs and Trotter Cars Ltd’

i) Toby had to deice his car this morning after the big frost last night.

e) The nasty looking villain spotted his next victim in the heaving crowd.
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1. Can you work out where the missing hyphens should go and rewrite the sentences 
to include them? 

a) Tim wore his lime-green shirt for the photoshoot.

b) Despite being quite moth-eaten, the vintage wedding dress was very beautiful. 

c) Our lodger seemed a fly-by-night character and mum worried she would not pay her 

rent.

d) The chocolate ice-cream is absolutely delicious. 

e) The nasty-looking villain spotted his next victim in the heaving crowd.

f) There are two hundred and fifty-three pupils at our school.

g) Eric had to re-treat his dog with flea powder.

h) Mr Dobbs and Mr Trotter are co-owners of ‘Dobbs and Trotter Cars Ltd’

i) Toby had to de-ice his car this morning after the big frost last night.
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